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Every
business

opportunity
starts with a

conversation.
Customer outreach is important, and doing it in
a form acceptable to the customer is winning
them right at the start. Advance the customer
journey with one digital conversation at a time!



THE PROBLEM

Leads are what drive mortgage sales. They are a huge investment
that can have a high return with the right tools. However, leads are
very hard to catch. They jump from platform to platform while
engaging with your company. Mortgage shouldn't be a game of tag. 
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Botsplash allows your customers to communicate with your
business where they are (SMS, webchat, Google Messaging,
Facebook Messenger, etc.) and collects them in the platform. Then,
your employees can respond to them from the website platform,
mobile app, email, or SMS to ensure that every question is
answered.

OUR SOLUTION
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Clients utilizing the Botsplash platform experience an 

8% lift in lock rates.



Start a new chat with business
through a channel that is

convenient to them (Facebook,
SMS, web chat, Google Business

Messages, etc) 

Ask questions about rates, the
process, etc. and receive answers

quickly and conviently.

Chat with multiple visitors at once
by quickly toggling between live

chats in one platform. Utilize
canned messages, follow up

reminders, and transfer options to
close more leads in less time. 

Receive new chat notification on
platform. If it is from a current

prospect, the platform will match
up the credentials in the CRM to
pull in all previous conversations.

HOW IT WORKS
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Customer Experience Agent Experience

1

2
Needs extra help so requests a

phone call, video chat, or
screenshare.

Easily transition from chat into a
call forwarded to the agent's work
phone or a video chat/screen share

in the platform.
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Begins the process of uploading
documents. Customer is delighted
to find that they can do it via SMS
because it is so much easier than
uploading in a portal or the more

tradition scan + attach.

Talks customer through upload
process. Downloads the

attachments sent via SMS and
uploads to their file to push them

through the process faster.

After wrapping up with the
customer, they are already

nurturing their other leads through
the process in Botsplash.

Receives a follow up in a couple
weeks and is interested in

continuing the conversation around
purchasing a mortgage.

After SMS campaign is received
by customer, they see another
chat notification. Picks up the
conversation right where they

left off.

HOW IT WORKS
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Customer Experience Agent Experience

4

5
Elated that the process was easy

and pain free. Now, they can enjoy
their new home! 
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FACEBOOK

CHANNELS
SMSWEB CHAT

Allows users to
communicate in real time

using easily accessible web
interfaces. Host the widget

of company site, landing
pages or affiliate sites. 
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Instantly Respond or
Provide Automated
Support
Schedule appointments
and dialer call back
Share text, files, etc. in a
Secured Environment

Quick to convert
customers
Faster problem
resolution
Expand market reach
Increase sales
Reduce expenses

3% conversion rate
from web chat 

Run campaigns triggered
by status changes from

your CRM's or list uploads
to the platform.

Lead nurturing,
incubating, recapture
and reengage
Document upload and
closing reminder blast
Document collection
with agent vs
automation flows

Easy and automated.
Triggers from CRM
status updates
No to scanning to
upload. Snap a pic and
send.
Fewer app-to-lock, lock-
to-close drop-offs.

90% + delivery rate,
on average

Increase conversion 
 rate of Facebook Ads 

Optimize paid marketing
and convert more
without directing lead to
landing page
Automate with menus
and out-of-office flows
Create browse rates and  
schedule call CTAs for
lead generation 

Chat with prospects via
Facebook Messenger so
customers never have to

leave the Facebook
platform.

Bring lead generation
campaigns to a new level
with quick responses..
People need immediate
“action items” while you
have their interest and
curiosity. Create an
engagement to establish
connection.

This channel is highly recommended
for mortgage businesses

This channel is very highly
recommended for mortgage businesses

This channel is recommended for
mortgage businesses



VOICE / VIDEO

From web chat or SMS, visitors
can easily switch to a voice or

video call (respectively) in-
browser, no download

necessary.

Screen share to help
visitor upload documents
in real time
Visitors can call
immediately from the
text conversation to
confirm rates

No delays or back-and-
forth with questions
Convenient audio only or
video options
Secure and browser
based, no set up needed

Faster application completion
with guided disclosure review
and process completion

GOOGLE

Improved ROI on Google
spend with more organic
lead captures

Collect visitor information to
add them as leads during the
discovery process of the
sales funnel.
Filter prerequisite questions
(Support, Feedback, Report
and Issue) and route
accordingly

Google now supports messaging
from the search results via

Google's Business Messaging
product. List your business and
chat instantly with prospects.

Optimize SEO spend and
monetize more
Easy conversation starter
for a prospect then
directing to website or
lead landing page
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This channel is recommended for
mortgage businesses

This channel is recommended for
mortgage businesses



Don't see your business's need? We pride ourselves in
working with our clients to create a customized experience
for their users and agents. We can add integrations,
features, and so much more to make Botsplash an extension
of your customer service.

Endless
customizations

just for 
your business.
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INTEGRATIONS



100% upload within 24 hours
52.4%

No improvement
30.6%

Some improvement, but less than 100%
17%
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A mortgage lender (1,000-2,500 employees) utilizes
Botsplash across their sales funnel. Once the loan officers
(LO’s) close the lead, they enter into processing. During
processing, many documents are necessary to finalize the
mortgage. The lender has implemented SMS reminders for
their customers to ensure that they submit their documents
in a timely manner.

They found very exciting results, with a response rate of
over 69%. See the full results below.

CASE STUDY



Botsplash, an omni channel
conversation platform, delivers
innovative, digital messaging
software to connect businesses
and customers across any digital
platform. Customized solutions
meet regulatory requirements
while making your business stand
out, one conversation at a time.

Botsplash is a powerful
conversation platform that puts
your business in the digital
messaging channels where your
customers are. Connect, engage
and interact with customers
instantly with realtime or
automated messaging all
managed from one platform.

Visit us at botsplash.com or send
inquires to hello@botsplash.com

ABOUT
BOTSPLASH
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http://botsplash.com/features

